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This thesis investigated the potential power output of a micro-electromagnetic
generator fabricated using typical microfabrication materials and techniques. The
design was based on a desire to free bio-implanted or remote electronic devices from
batteries and their finite power supplies. A micro-electromagnetic generator could
harvest energy from the ambient environment and power such devices indefinitely.
Designs for the stator coil and rotor magnet components of the generator were opti-
mized to produce maximum current density based upon electromagnetic theory. The
relative orientation of the coil to the rotor and material selection for each component
were considered. Coils were fabricated using low-resistance gold. A method for over-
laying two evaporated gold wires was devised and successfully fabricated in order to
avoid side-wall thinning of the coils which has been shown to lead to high resistivities.
Rotors were made with nickel, a ferromagnetic material. The required parameters for
reduced stress plating using a nickel electroplating bath were investigated in order to
pattern and deposit nickel for the rotors. Once fabricated, the rotors were magnetized
through the use of an electromagnet. In addition, a testing apparatus that provided
precise alignment, a method of rotation to simulate operational functionality, and
power measurement capabilities was designed and assembled. Testing of the magnets
showed that the nickel rotors were able to be highly magnetized when placed near a
strong field. However, upon removal from the field the magnetization quickly dissi-
pated. It was determined that the coercivity, or magnetic hardness, of electroplated
nickel was too low for the rotor magnets to retain a field for any appreciable amount
of time. Testing of the micro-generator revealed that power output did not exceed
2 nA, which was expected given that the magnetic rotors did not retain their flux
density. It was shown that nickel does not maintain the flux density required for a
micro-electromagnetic generator and different materials should be investigated.
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Power Generation by Harvesting
Ambient Energy with a
Micro-Electromagnetic Generator
I. Introduction
Can you think of a person that does not make use of a mobile electronic device
(wireless phone, MP3 player, garage door opener, pacemaker, etc.)? It is very unlikely.
Mobile electronics are an essential part of our current society. This is due, in no small
part, to continuing advances in integrated circuit (IC) and microelectromechanical
systems (MEMS) technology. Engineers paradoxically provide more capability and
computing power even as the actual electronic devices become smaller. Typically,
as these devices become smaller and more powerful, unhampered mobility tends to
become a requirement, or at least highly desired.
For an electronic device to be mobile, however, a portable power source is re-
quired. For the majority of modern day mobile electronics, that power source is
provided by a battery which inherently has severe drawbacks: mass, volume and
most importantly, a finite power supply. Recently, much research has been applied
in the MEMS domain to discover methods of harvesting energy from the ambient
environment of these miniaturized mobile systems and converting that energy to elec-
tricity to power the circuitry of the device, thus eliminating the need for batteries and
their shortcomings. This thesis will investigate one such method of harvesting that
ambient energy.
1.1 Ambient Energy Harvesting
Energy sources to be potentially harvested and converted to electrical energy
include solar, acoustic, thermal and any kinetic motion. Kinetic energy sources are
numerous and can be harvested with a number of different methods. Within coal
plants, nuclear plants, and hydroelectric dams the kinetic energy of the moving steam
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or water is converted through the use of an electromagnetic generator and turbine. A
company from Germany, EnOcean GmbH, created a wireless light switch that gleans
the energy required to transmit the radio frequency (RF) signal to the lights from the
kinetic motion of pushing in the switch [1].
Of course the potential sources of ambient energy depend entirely on the in-
tended environment of the device to be used. If a device does not experience signifi-
cant exposure to light, then solar harvesting is not a viable option. The environment
that the electronic system is designed to operate in must be analyzed in order to
identify energy sources that could be harvested. With reported growth rates as high
as 78% within the energy harvesting market [1], it appears that there are numerous
opportunities to move away from a battery solution and look to harvesting untapped
ambient energy.
1.2 Microelectromechanical Systems (MEMS)
In recent years numerous gaming systems have introduced motion-sensitive con-
trollers through the use of a MEMS accelerometer. MEMS technology is often asso-
ciated with microelectronics, but there are distinct differences. This misconception is
most likely due to the fact that they are both typically manufactured using the same
micro and nano-lithographic processes and are often reliant upon one another within
a fielded device. While microelectronics make use of silicon and other semiconduc-
tor materials to manipulate the flow of electrons and thereby process information,
MEMS use those materials to create transducers or minute physical mechanisms such
as mirrors, latches, or gears such as those shown in Figure 1.1.
A transducer is defined as “a device that is actuated by power from one system
and supplies power usually in another form to a second system” [3]. By acting as a
transducer, MEMS provide the capability to transfer information between the phys-
ical world and the microelectronic world. When a MEMS device is used to transfer
information from the electronic world to the physical, then it is referred to as an actu-
ator. If the MEMS device is used to transfer information from the physical world to
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Figure 1.1: A complex MEMS ratchet system of gears created by Sandia National
Labs [2].
the electronic, it is referred to as a sensor. The accelerometer that is used in gaming
controllers is an example of such a MEMS sensor. The physical kinetic energy that
is used to maneuver the controller is transduced to an electrical signal that can be
passed to the gaming console.
A wide variety of other MEMS devices are also in use today. They range from
something as simple as a beam structure used to measure the stress of a deposited
thin film to devices as complex as a penny-sized combustion engine, as shown in
Figure 1.2. The field of medicine is also making great use of MEMS technology and a
relatively new field of engineering is emerging–BioMEMS. BioMEMS utilize MEMS
and IC systems to provide technological solutions to medical problems.
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Figure 1.2: A mini combustion rotary engine designed and developed by a team at
the University of California at Berkeley [4].
1.3 Problem Overview
As was discussed in the previous section, a rapidly progressing MEMS field is
that of BioMEMS. Obviously, in order for some of these BioMEMS systems to be
applicable to biological problems, they are often implanted into the body. Examples
of such systems already in use today include pacemakers, internal cardiac defibril-
lators (ICDs) and biosensors. Many more bio-implanted devices are currently being
researched and developed to be used in the future. Given that these devices are im-
planted in the body, replacing the battery usually requires another surgery similar to
the initial implantation. For ICDs, this can be as frequent as every three years.
If one were to discover a method to harvest energy from the body to power
the implanted BioMEMS device, it would then be self-sustaining and no additional
surgeries would be required after implantation. In 2007, a previous student at the
Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), Aaron Sprecher, proposed harvesting en-
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ergy from blood flow similar to the way a hydroelectric dam harvests energy from the
flow of water [5]. His design used a micro-sized electromagnetic generator to convert
the energy of blood flow to electricity. Sprecher was unable to completely fabricate
his design within the time frame he was allotted, but was able to propose a de-
sign, perform theoretical calculations, and begin characterizing fabrication methods.
Currently, there are a number of unanswered questions about his proposed design.
Primarily, how much power can one realistically harvest using his Microfluidic Power
Generation (MFPG) approach? Will his predicted estimates match the experimen-
tal results? What parameters are most influential in optimizing the efficiency of the
electromagnetic generator? Is it feasible to fabricate the device as it was originally
envisioned?
1.4 Research Intent
The goal of this thesis is to further investigate the feasibility of using a micro-
electromagnetic generator to harvest energy from fluid flow and answer those questions
that were proposed in the previous section. With the rapid advancements that are
occurring in MEMS technology, it seems logical to believe that an electromagnetic
generator design that is extensively used at the macro scale should be achievable
at the micro scale as well. However, very little research has been accomplished to
characterize electromagnetic generators at the micro scale, therefore, it is the intent
of this thesis to fabricate the micro-electromagnetic generator portion of the MFPG
design and thereby characterize the potential power output of such a device.
The original MFPG design included numerous components and assembly was
complex. This thesis will focus on the fabrication and design of the generator portion
only, thereby reducing complexity and allowing for full characterization of the poten-
tial power output. The following objectives will lead to such a characterization of the
micro-electromagnetic generator:
1. Design and fabricate a MEMS-compatible magnetic rotor for a micro-generator.
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2. Design and fabricate a MEMS-compatible stator coil that minimizes resistance
and maximizes power output.
3. Determine how to best polarize the rotor magnet structures.
4. Design a simple testing apparatus for the generator that allows for power output
measurements.
5. Perform the characterization tests for varying generator designs and parameters.
1.5 Organization of Thesis
This thesis will be organized in the following manner:
Chapter 1 - Introduction Provide an introduction to this thesis effort by pointing
out the need to move away from batteries for mobile devices, provide an overview
of MEMS engineering, identify the questions that need to be answered before
fully fabricating the MFPG design, and lay out the goals of this effort.
Chapter 2 - Literature Review Discuss the current research in micro-power gen-
eration that applies to a bio-implanted system and the challenges associated
with it. Provide background information of previous micro-generator research
accomplished at AFIT.
Chapter 3 - Methodology and Theory Explicitly detail the problem solving ap-
proach for designing a micro-generator. Discuss the theory upon which proposed
layouts and material selection was based. Present optimized designs and discuss
testing requirements.
Chapter 4 - Fabrication Discuss the fabrication process of the rotor magnet, sta-
tor coil and testing apparatus. Present the characterization process for any
steps that required characterization.
Chapter 5 - Testing and Results Discuss results of testing of the micro-generator
and identify trends.
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Chapter 6 - Conclusions Provide recommendations for future research and discuss
the scientific contributions made during this effort.
Appendix A - Supporting Calculations Calculations performed for this thesis
effort.
Appendix B - Lithographic Mask Design Provides details and images of the
lithographic mask used for the micro-generator.
Appendix C - Fabrication Methods Compilation of process followers and fabri-
cation methods used.
Appendix D - Experimental Raw Data Collection of the raw data collected from
the micro-generator measurements and testing.
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II. Literature Review
This chapter will explore some of the state-of-the-art techniques of micro-power har-
vesting and their associated research; focusing on the techniques that could potentially
be used with bio-implanted systems. In addition, the research that was previously
conducted at AFIT will be discussed and analyzed. Finally a summary of the ongoing
challenges associated with this field of research will be presented.
2.1 From Batteries to Harvesters
In 1800 Alessandro Volta invented the first voltaic cell battery and with it the
potential to create portable electronic devices, see Figure 2.1 [6]. In today’s wireless
world, the battery has become indispensable. But even after two centuries, the battery
still has its drawbacks as mentioned in Chapter I: mass, volume and a finite power
supply. Increased mass and size are obviously undesirable for most portable systems
on the market today, where smaller and lighter is always desired and often times
advantageous, or even required, for specific system applications. However, the finite
power supply limitation results in an incapacitating weakness for systems that once
deployed are very difficult to access again, such as remote sensors or bio-implanted
devices.
Figure 2.1: A portrait of Alessandro Volta and an image of his design of the first
electric battery made of metallic disks and a salt solution, the voltaic cell [6].
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In 1965, Gordon Moore predicted a yearly exponential growth of the number
of transistors on a computer chip, commonly referred to as Moore’s Law [7]. It is
interesting to note that although the exponential growth of Moore’s Law has held
true, the capacity increases for batteries over the years has followed a much slower,
more linear progression. Figure 2.2(a) and (b) illustrate this. Nevertheless, advances
in battery technology are taking place, albeit at a linear pace. It is very doubtful,
however, that the engineering community will ever be able to produce a battery with
an infinite energy supply. This leads to a non-debatable requirement to develop a
capability to provide self-sustaining power supplies at a miniature to micro scale.
Until recently micro-scale power generation was not viewed as a viable source
to replace batteries due to the relatively small amount of power that is generated at
the micro scale. However, as MEMS and IC components continue to be reduced in
size, the power requirements are also being reduced to the scale of tens to hundreds
of µW [9], the same scale as micro-power generation. Industry has now reached a point
that the small amounts of power that could potentially be harvested from ambient
energy are sufficient to power current MEMS and IC devices.
2.2 Micro-Scale Energy Harvesting Research
Throughout the most recent decade, numerous scientists and engineers across
the world have taken great interest in energy harvesting at the micro-scale and many
different approaches are being taken. Some techniques are based on energy harvesting
techniques that are used every day at the macro scale such as solar, thermal, and
electromagnetic systems which include wind, hydroelectric and fossil fuel generators.
However, additional sources that become more applicable at the micro scale are also
being investigated including piezoelectric and electrostatics.
Solar energy harvesting is a proven method. It is prevalently used in many sys-
tems. However, even though solar cell efficiency continues to increase, this harvesting
technique does require a light source be readily available for prolonged periods of time.
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(a) Moore’s Law Graph [7]
(b) Battery Capacity Graph [8]
Figure 2.2: (a) Moore’s Law predicts an exponential growth in transistor technol-
ogy; a trend that has been followed since the 1970s. (b) Battery capacity growth has
followed a much more linear trend. Note the logarithmic scale of transistor growth
compared to the linear scale of battery capacity growth.
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For most personal electronics and all bio-implanted systems this is not an option that
would be applicable.
Thermal energy harvesting requires that thermal gradients be present. Again,
although thermal gradients are available in some environments, this is not a viable
option for bio-implanted devices given that there are no consistent and substantial
temperature gradients in the body. Therefore, electromagnetic, piezoelectric, and
electrostatic energy sources are the potential solutions for bio-implanted devices and
each will now be investigated in depth in the subsequent sections [10].
2.2.1 Electromagnetic Power Generation. Electromagnetic generators at
the macro scale are well understood energy sources. They have been used for decades
in hydroelectric dams, fossil fuel plants and wind generators. The interest in the use
of electromagnetic generators at the micro scale is largely based on the high power
density and efficiency found in the macro scale systems. In fact, it has been shown
that the flux density available from a permanent magnet is independent of its size
and that current densities might even benefit from increased surface area and reduced
volume, which bodes very well for MEMS devices [11]. Dr. David Arnold from the
University of Florida [12] compared the three basic types of permanent magnet gen-
erators. Figure 2.3 provides illustrative examples of each type of permanent magnet
generator.
Figure 2.3: Types of Permanent Magnet generators: (a) rotational, (b) oscillatory
and (c) hybrid, or eccentric, which converts linear accelerations into rotational kinetic
energy [12].
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Rotational generators require a continuous mechanical force in order to provide
the required rotation. They do, however, provide relatively high power densities and
electrical frequencies if rotated at a high speed. Two sources of rotational mechanical
force have been investigated for this type of device: fluidic flow and heat engine [12].
Oscillatory generators are based on proof mass/spring/damper systems and nu-
merous different configurations are being investigated. One benefit of the oscillatory
generator is that energy is produced over a wide range of frequencies so that all
movement will produce some energy, although the maximum power output is at the
resonant frequency, which tends to be very high for MEMS devices. The power density
is typically much lower in oscillatory generators than that of rotational generators [12].
The hybrid generator, or eccentric rotor, was first popularly introduced to self-
power watches. Any acceleration in the direction of the pivot produces energy. These
types of generators offer power densities on the same order as oscillatory generators
but have a much wider frequency band response and are sensitive in two axes rather
than just one [12].
All three configurations of the permanent magnet generator offer applications
for bio-implanted energy harvesting. Fluid flow is a potential energy source for the
rotational generator, whereas walking and general body movements are potential en-
ergy sources for the oscillatory and eccentric systems. The rotational system provides
the highest power density options as long as high rotations per minute (rpms) are
achievable. It appears that the eccentric system might provide higher power densities
than the oscillatory within a bio-implanted system given that the eccentric motor
harvests energy in two axes rather than only one. In addition, as pointed out earlier,
the oscillatory will not be able to achieve max power density within a bio-implanted
system due to the fact that the natural frequencies of the body tend to fall far below
the resonant frequencies of MEMS devices.
2.2.2 Piezoelectric Power Generation. Piezoelectric materials have the
property of producing an electric field when they experience compression or strain.
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The typical technique of harnessing this property to harvest energy consists of build-
ing piezoelectric structures that are sensitive to accelerations. As these accelerations
occur, the structures are simply compressed or stretched and thereby a current is
produced. However, just like the oscillatory permanent magnet method, resonant
frequencies are required in order to achieve the best results.
A proposed improvement on this technique makes use of an electromagnet to
vary the strain in the host material and thereby alter and expand the piezoelectric
material’s frequency domain. This method creates a broadband frequency spectrum
for the piezoelectric material, but requires the added complexity of another device to
vary the host’s strain [13].
A group at National Taiwan University (NTU) designed, fabricated and charac-
terized two prototypes of a piezoelectric generator based on the acceleration-sensitive
structures technique presented above. The first design, as represented in Figure 2.4(a),
used a beam cantilever covered in PZT (lead zirconate titanate), a piezoelectric ma-
terial. The size and density of the proof mass at the end of the cantilever determined
the resonant frequency of the beam. The interdigitated electrodes extract the charges
generated by the PZT as ambient vibrations are experienced and strain is induced in
the cantilever. Using a 3000 × 1500 × 30 µm3 cantilever, NTU was able to extract
15 µW with a load resistance of 210 K Ω at a frequency of 1.5 KHz.
Figure 2.4: Schematics of NTU’s piezoelectric MEMS generators: (a) low frequency
cantilever design (b) high frequency disk shaped design [9].
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The second design, represented in Figure 2.4(b), functions at much higher fre-
quencies. The antenna is encased in a gel and sits on top of a PZT slab. Incoming high
frequency acoustic waves, approximately 75 KHz, vibrate the antenna and thereby
induce strain in the PZT slab underneath, resulting in charge being produced. Using
a spherical gel package, NTU was able to achieve a maximum power output of -40 dB
relative to the transmitted signal [9]. It must be noted that although this method
is not technically harvesting naturally occurring ambient energy, it does propose an
alternative solution to physically replacing batteries. One could potentially recharge
batteries or capacitors by sending a signal, wirelessly, to a bio-implanted system.
Given that these piezoelectric devices are so sensitive to accelerations, they
provide yet another option to harvest ambient energy for a bio-implanted device. The
power density appears to be on the same scale as what has been found with the
electromagnetic generator as well.
2.2.3 Electrostatic Power Generation. The last technique for power genera-
tion to be reviewed makes use of electrostatics at the micro scale. There are two types
of electrostatic power generation devices that will be examined here. One is termed as
a Coulomb Force Parametric Generator (CFPG) and the other is a Coulomb-Damped
Resonant Generator (CDRG). The CFPG generator produces power via accelerations
and is not tuned to a particular frequency. Dr. Paul Mitcheson led a group at the
Imperial College London in designing a CFPG capacitor-based prototype device as
envisioned in Figure 2.5. It is primed by placing a charge on the mass plate. When
the device experiences accelerations of approximately 3 m/s2 (that of walking), the
mechanical force will exceed the electrostatic force holding the plates together and
the upper plate will break away. The charge that was placed on the mass is unable
to drain and a voltage of approximately 250 volts is produced [14,15].
The CDRG generator extracts energy using a damper that provides an opposing
force against movement. The damper is provided by a structure with a trapped charge.
Dr. Mitcheson designed a potential MEMS implementation of such a device based on
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a comb drive structure, see Figure 2.6. The mass portion of the comb drive, sometimes
referred to as the sled, has a charge placed upon it. External accelerations cause the
sled to move and as long as the charge on the sled is not allowed to bleed off, the
trapped charges will cause voltage variations in the stationary electrodes. With this
type of device there is always a resonant frequency where optimal power output will
Figure 2.5: Potential implementation of Mitcheson’s CFPG design. A charge is
placed on the mass part of the comb drive and not allowed to bleed off. As the mass
experiences acceleration, the trapped charge causes voltage swings to occur in the
stationary electrodes, producing current [14].
Figure 2.6: Potential implementation of Mitcheson’s CDRG design. A charge is
placed on the mass part of the capacitor and not allowed to bleed off. As the mass
experiences acceleration the trapped charge causes voltage swings to occur, producing
current [14].
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occur. With MEMS devices of this type, the resonant frequency tends to be in the
tens of KHz range [14], a range difficult to obtain in the human body.
Both electrostatic generator methods discussed here, CFPG and CDRG, are po-
tential candidates for bio-implanted devices. However, the high resonant frequencies
required for power generation using the CDRG method might result in extremely low
power output.
2.2.4 Previous AFIT Research. As mentioned previously, research into a
potential power generation scheme was accomplished by Aaron Sprecher at AFIT and
presented in his thesis in 2008. His device, the MFPG, was intended to harvest energy
from blood flow in the capillaries of the body. Figure 2.7 provides a representation of
the design he had envisioned. He based his generator design on a rotational permanent
magnet generator and predicted a theoretical max power output of 0.3325 µW for his
dimensions. The design proposed used nickel (Ni) for the magnetic material and
gold (Au) for the wire coil [5]. Both materials are frequently used within the MEMS
process.
Being specifically engineered for bio-implanted systems, the MFPG offers a lot
of potential. However, as mentioned in Chapter I, very little experimental data was
collected due to problems that were encountered during fabrication. These issues will
be addressed more fully in Chapter III. Also, it is unknown how much power can
be realistically harvested from blood flow using this type of generator given that the
device was never fully fabricated.
2.3 Identified Challenges
There are a number of challenges and opportunities for additional research
within the micro-power generation community. For example, it appears that the
theoretical calculations do not always agree with experimental results found in most
of the research discussed here. This is largely due to the lack of accurate models for
micro scale mechanical interactions. MEMS is a relatively new field of engineering
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(a) MFPG Top View
(b) MFPG Side View
Figure 2.7: The MFPG was designed to harvest energy from blood flow. The device
is assembled by stacking three wafers. (a) A top view illustrates the channels where
blood would flow and the turbine used to harvest the energy. (b) The side view
illustrates how the turbine is connected to the rotor magnets with a shaft. As the
turbine and rotor magnets rotate, a current is induced in the gold wire coil below the
magnets [5].
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and there is still much to learn. Of particular interest is how permanent magnets
scale at the micro level. Severe discrepancies have been noted between predicted val-
ues and experimental results [12]. Actually fabricating the devices discussed here and
characterizing them would provide much data to potentially develop more accurate
models for this area of research.
In addition, electromagnetic generators require low-friction. Given that only
a small amount of ambient energy will be collected in a micro generator system, it
is essential that each system be extremely efficient so as to maximize power output.
Potential solutions include micro ball bearings, gas bearings, and magnetic bearings,
all of which are currently being researched. However, even if one of these technologies
was found superior, the integration of such a technology only leads to more complexity
in the fabrication process [12].
Another challenge includes the fact that industry’s capability to deposit and
pattern certain ferromagnetic materials at the micro level has yet to approach their
capability at the macro level. For electromagnetic generators, the use of high energy
density magnetic materials such as CoPt, FePt, SmCo or NdFeB is essential, but
microfabrication methods such as sputtering and evaporation are relatively primitive
for these types of materials. In addition, to achieve optimal magnetic properties, high
temperature anneals are required. The annealing process allows for more of the mag-
netic moments to align, creating stronger fields, but the high temperature also limits
the types of materials that can be integrated with the magnets [12]. Piezoelectric
materials are just as difficult to pattern and deposit at the micro scale. Numerous
processes are currently being used, such as sol-gel deposition and ”jet-printing,” but
a standardized, high resolution process is not currently available [9].
Along with discovering new harvesting techniques, engineers must also design
new micro-power devices and circuits that convert and condition the supplied energy
so as to properly power the IC portion of the integrated system. This has proven
difficult due to the fact that some ambient energy harvesting techniques do not provide
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continuous energy supplies, are not necessarily harmonic and often provide only short
pulses of energy. The group at the Imperial College London claim to have designed
a converter device for their electrostatic generator that takes all of these limitations
into consideration by analyzing the system parasitics and selecting specific transistor
devices that optimized their converter [15]. This converter, however, is applicable to
only a CFPG type of electrostatic generator. Similar research needs to be applied to
all the other types of generators discussed in this paper as well.
This thesis effort will focus on collecting more data applicable to two of these
micro-power generation issues–matching experimental with theoretical data and pat-
terning magnetic material at the MEMS level. A test apparatus will be designed and
experimental power generation data will be collected. This experimental data can
then be compared with the theoretical calculations and used to improve the models.
In addition, it is anticipated that throughout the process of fabricating the magnets
to be used in the micro-generator, a successful patterning process will be identified.
2.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter has reviewed multiple methods of micro power generation being
researched today. Electromagnetic, piezoelectric and electrostatic generators appear
to be the most logical solutions for bio-implanted devices. The benefits and difficul-
ties associated with each type were discussed. In addition multiple challenges and
potential research topics for this area of study were laid out.
Without a doubt there is much to learn and discover about micro power gener-
ation and the capability to harness the ambient energy that surrounds us every day.
It is the intent of this thesis research to obtain more data for the community at large
in order to increase the knowledge base for this area of interest.
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III. Methodology and Theory
As discussed in previous chapters, this research is based on the MFPG design pre-
sented by a previous student at AFIT, Aaron Sprecher [5]. The MFPG design pro-
posed harvesting energy from blood flow in the human body. Blood flow actuated
micro turbines which, in turn, rotated magnetic rotors above stator coils, thereby
inducing a current in the coils. Given that the device was never fully fabricated or
tested, this thesis will build upon the original generator design and characterize the
potential power output of the proposed design.
The process of designing and fabricating a micro-electromagnetic generator re-
quires knowledge of multiple engineering disciplines including: electromagnetism,
microfabrication techniques, and microelectronic device physics. This chapter will
present the methodology utilized in this research effort alongside the associated the-
ory and design approaches. Primarily, it is essential to understand how electromag-
netic generators function. By investigating how they work, one can identify what
parameters optimize performance, and design to those optimizations.
3.1 Electromagnetic Generators
Electromagnetic generators form the basis for the majority of today’s energy
production. Coal, nuclear, wind, and hydroelectric power generation all make use
of electromagnetic generators. All of these generators consist of a turbine, rotor
and stator. The rotor and stator make up what will be referred to as the active
generator, meaning that they contain the magnetic and conductive coil components
of the generator, and therefore are the primary source of power generation within the
device.
The turbine makes direct contact with a fluid flow, such as steam, wind, water,
etc., and is shaped such that the interaction with the fluid flow causes the turbine to
rotate. The rotor is attached to the turbine via a shaft and is the moving portion of
the active generator. It consists of either an array of magnets or an array of conductive
coils. The stator is stationary and is composed of coils if the rotor is magnetic and of
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magnets if the rotor is an array of coils. As the fluid flow pushes through the turbine,
it rotates the turbines, and therefore the rotor as well. This rotation induces a current
in the coils and power is transduced from the kinetic energy of fluid flow to electric
energy.
3.1.1 Theory of Electromagnetic Generators. Electromagnetic generators
function on the principle of electromagnetic induction, also known as Faraday’s Law.
Faraday’s Law states that when a magnet and a coil are relatively close, any time
changing magnetic flux results in a current flow in the coil. Quantitatively, Faraday’s
Law is expressed as
ξ = −N dΦB
dt
(3.1)
where ξ is the electromotive force (emf) for voltage, N is the number of turns of the
coil and dΦB/dt is the rate of change of magnetic flux with time [16]. Figure 3.1
provides an illustration of this law. As the bar magnet is moved within the coil, a
current is induced in the coil and the galvanometer, or ammeter, is deflected. The
Figure 3.1: As the bar magnet is moved in and out of the coil, the galvanometer
registers current flow. However, the current only flows during motion of the magnet
or coil. No current flows when the coil and magnet are at rest [17].
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galvanometer is deflected in the opposite direction as the magnet is withdrawn from
the coil.
In addition, Maxwell’s 4th equation, known as the Ampère-Maxwell Law, states
that
∇×B = µ0J + µ0ε0∂E/∂t. (3.2)
This law defines the relationship of the curl of the magnetic field (∇×B) to the current
density (J) and displacement current (∂E/∂t). µ0 is the permeability of free space
and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. It is through the use of Ampère-Maxwell’s
Law that one can also determine the direction of the current flow induced by using
the right-hand rule. The right-hand rule, as it pertains to magnetic fields, states that
if one curls their right hand in the direction of the B field then the direction that
your thumb is pointing is also the direction of current flow.
Therefore, using Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2 it is shown that a time changing
magnetic field will induce a current within a wire in that field and the current is
optimized when the current flow, the magnetic field and the direction of motion are
all mutually orthogonal. These laws form the basis for the development of a micro-
generator.
3.1.2 Generator Design Parameters. The driving factor for designing the
micro-generator is to maximize power output for the device. Equation 3.1 states that
the number of turns in the coil and the rate of change of the magnetic field directly
affect the amount of power output. Equation 3.2 states that the magnitude of the
B field and orientation of the B field to the coil will affect the current density and
electric field induced as well. It can also be inferred that the closer the magnet is to
the coil then the stronger the coil will be affected by the magnetic field. The amount
of power that is consumed in the coil of the generator will have a direct affect on
the amount of power delivered to the load as well. This consumption of power can
be reduced by decreasing the resistance of the coil. All of these considerations are
compiled in Table 3.1 for quick reference.
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Table 3.1: Generator Design Parameters
Parameter Increasing/Decreasing Influence on Power Output
B Field Strength Increasing ⇑
# of Turns in Coil Increasing ⇑
dΦB/dt Increasing ⇑
Purely Orthogonal Orientation Increasing ⇑
Magnet/Coil Distance Decreasing ⇑
Resistance of Coil Decreasing ⇑
In addition, it must be recognized that MEMS and microelectronics fabrication
is typically a very planar process. This means that fabrication is usually accomplished
by alternating minute etching and deposition processes on a 2-dimensional surface.
However, as shown in Figure 3.1, the magnet in most generators is moved in the
direction normal to the coils, which requires a 3-dimensional fabrication process. Such
a design, although possible, adds a lot of complexity to the microfabrication process.
In order to keep the fabrication process as simple as possible, it is the intent of
this effort to use an optimized 2-dimensional planar design for the coil and magnet
orientation.
The original MFPG design took the planar scheme into account and planned
to use a concentric circle stator coil below a rotor magnet. Figure 3.2 provides an
illustration of the coil and rotor that were originally envisioned. A wire covered by
silicon nitride forms a path for current to flow out from the center of the coil. By
revolving the rotor in close proximity above the single coil, a current should be induced
in the coil. The theory and MFPG design discussed in this section were applied to
the new designs of the coil and magnet presented in the next couple of sections.
3.2 Magnet Design
Per Table 3.1, the power output optimization parameter that is solely dependent
on the magnet is the strength of the B field. Therefore, maximizing the B field of the
magnet will be a top priority for the design. This section will discuss the process for
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Figure 3.2: Initial envisioned design of the MFPG. (a) Bottom view of gold induc-
tion coil with nitride layer (grey) shown where the wires cross. (b) Rotor magnet with
8 rectangular arms [5].
selecting the material to fabricate the magnet, designing the layout of the magnet,
and the process to be used for fabrication.
3.2.1 Magnetic Material Selection. The magnetic strength of materials
is defined by the orbital and spin motion of electrons within the material. If the
electron moments are aligned, then magnetic properties will be observed. Generally,
it can be stated that the higher a material’s permeability, µ, the more magnetic it is.
Permeability is defined as
µ = µ0µr (3.3)
where µ0 = 4π× 10−7H/m is the absolute permeability of free space and µr is known
as the relative permeability of the material.
Materials generally fall into three types of categories: ferromagnetic, diamag-
netic, and paramagnetic. Ferromagnetic materials, such as iron or nickel, have a µr
significantly greater than unity which causes them to be easily magnetized. If the ma-
terial effectively retains the magnetization, it is commonly referred to as a permanent
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magnet. Diamagnetic materials, such as plastic or gold, have a µr of unity or less and
are not capable of being magnetized. Paramagnetic materials have a µr only slightly
greater than unity and are weakly magnetic. Aluminum is an example of this type
of material. When it experiences a magnetic field of sufficient strength, it demon-
strates some magnetic properties. However, if additional energy is transferred into
the material, the moments will quickly return to a random pattern and the magnetic
properties will weaken [18].
Given that a strong magnetic field is desired for the micro-electromagnetic gen-
erator, only ferromagnetic materials were examined to determine which could be used
for this design. Table 3.2 provides a list of some ferromagnetic materials. Of this
list, only nickel is commonly used with MEMS processes and offers a relatively high
potential remanent flux density. In addition, nickel is one of the materials that AFIT
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has the ability to deposit. An 80%/20% nickel/iron alloy has been electroplated in
MEMS processes as well and offers a higher permeability [20], however, AFIT does
not have this material readily available for deposition. A pure nickel deposition will
be used for this effort.
3.2.2 Magnet Layout Design. It is not completely clear how the layout of
the magnets will affect the power output of the device. As discussed earlier, most
electromagnetic generators operate in a 3-dimensional environment, whereas, the mi-
cro design is intended to be a planar scheme. No relevant research was found that
addressed how to best layout the magnetic portion of the generator with such a planar
design. There are, however, two aspects of the layout that are important and did play
into the proposed designs.
First, it was decided that the magnets should be attached to the rotor and the
coil should be the stator portion of the generator, just as was originally envisioned
with the MFPG. The reasoning is that the coils will be attached to a load. Keeping
the load and coil stationary would reduce design complexity significantly. The mag-
nets, however, do not require any physical interface with another component and are
therefore the best choice for the rotor.
In addition, it is known that a time-varying change in magnetic field will be
required to induce the current per Faraday’s Law. For a planar design, such as that
proposed with the MFPG, this translates into a gap between magnets. The gap allows
for the coils to experience variations in the magnetic fields. When a magnet is directly
over the coils, a strong magnetic field will be experienced. As the magnet moves off
of the coil, the field is decreased. The rate of change of the field will be defined by
the speed of rotation of the turbines.
In order to identify some trends and determine if the magnet layout really makes
an appreciable difference in power output, a few different layouts were evaluated. All
layouts were created using the Layout Editor (L-Edit) of MEMS ProTM Version 6.0.
The rotor layouts are of two different varieties: rectangular arms and segmented
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.3: Rectangular Magnet Layout. Each arm is 580 µm long with varying
width. Arm width is 80 µm for (a), 120 µm for (b) and 160 µm for (c). Inner diameter
of the ring is 400 µm.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: Segmented Toroidal Magnet Layout. Each arm is 580 µm from center
to edge. Arm width varies from center to edge but (a) has 4 equally distributed arms,
(b) has 8 and (c) has 32. Inner diameter of the ring is 400 µm.
toroidal arms. All are annular in shape with the inner ring being 400 µm in diameter
and the outer ring being 1560 µm in diameter. Figure 3.3 provides images of the
three types of rectangular magnets that were fabricated. The variation of these three
types is the actual width of each arm. The arms in Figure 3.3 (a), (b) and (c) are
80 µm, 120 µm and 160 µm wide respectively. The original MFPG design used the
rotor with 80 µm wide arms.
Figure 3.4 contains the images of the three segmented toroidal designs. The
toroidal design provides evenly spaced arms with variations in the number of arms.
The benefit of this design over the rectangular design is that the toroid magnetic
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fields should be much more evenly distributed from the center of the coils to the edge
of the coils than the fields produced by the rectangular arms. Experimentation will
determine if this favorably affects power output or not.
3.2.3 Nickel Deposition Process. The actual deposition of the nickel will
play a very important role as well. As discussed earlier, magnetism is a result of the
vector sum of multiple electron spins. Therefore, the more massive the nickel deposit,
the stronger the magnetic field because more nickel atoms are contributing to the
vector sum. However, a balance must be found given that the final generator should
be micro-sized. In addition, to maximize the remanent flux density of the nickel, the
deposition needs to be as uniform and deformity-free as possible.
Nickel is typically deposited by sputtering, evaporation, or electroplating within
the microfabrication community. Electroplating is the conventional MEMS process
for depositing relatively large amounts of nickel of more than 1 to 2 µm. It allows one
to deposit large amounts of metal onto a MEMS structure in a reliable and measurable
way.
The nickel electroplating process at local facilities has not been fully character-
ized. Due to that fact, a significant portion of this research will investigate the plating
process in an attempt to characterize it so that deposited nickel for the rotor magnets
will be as pure and clean of defects as possible with the provided tools. The typical
process of electroplating is represented by Figure 3.5. Passing a current between two
electrodes that are immersed in a conductive solution of nickel ions causes the anode,
usually a nickel plate or bar, to dissolve. The cathode, however, attracts the ions in
the solution. As the ions touch the cathode, the cathode neutralizes the charge of
the ion and a nickel atom is deposited on the cathode [21]. A reverse current is also
possible and would cause the exact opposite to occur, the cathode would give off ions
and the anode would have nickel deposited on it.
There are numerous parameters that play a significant role in the results of the
electroplating process. They include:
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Figure 3.5: Process of Electroplating Nickel. An applied current flow causes nickel
ions to be removed from the anode and deposited on the cathode. [5].
• Wafer Preparation: The best results will be achieved by using a fresh, clean
wafer. One must avoid having any oxidation or other foreign material on the
surface of the wafer prior to being placed in the electroplating bath. If a foreign
material is on the substrate prior to the plating process, then the new material
will not be able to adhere as well as if there was a clean surface to be plated to.
• Seed Layer: The seed layer is of the utmost importance. It provides an interface
between the wafer material and the metal to be electroplated. Electroplating
would not occur without a seed layer and certain metals provide better seeds for
nickel than others. The best seed layers for nickel plating will be investigated
later in this research.
• Bath Composition and State: There are numerous solutions of nickel baths
available for purchase. Some provide lower stress while others offer a more shiny
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surface. In addition, as the bath is used over time the composition is changed
and the pH is changed, which will alter results over time. The temperature of
the bath during the process is another critical parameter that must be adjusted
to obtain desired results. One must also consider that when the bath is stored at
high or low temperatures, this could potentially lead to the solution becoming
hydrolyzed. Hydrolysis is the decomposition of the original solution molecules,
and for some plating baths, the hydrolyzed solution is less soluble and tends to
lead to increased tensile stress [21].
• Forward and Reverse Current Density: The current density determines how
rapidly the plating process will occur. A reverse density is typically used in
order to produce an even distribution across the surface being plated. The
edges of the sample usually experience a much higher current than the center
and, therefore, are plated more rapidly. A reverse current causes some of that
excess to be released. A correct balance of the two should produce a uniform
distribution across the surface.
• Duty Cycle: Not only must one consider the amount of forward and reverse
current to use, but the amount of time that each direction is applied should
be considered as well. The duty cycle is usually expressed as a ratio such as
“60/40”. This denotes that 60% of the duty cycle is made up by the forward
current and the 40% is made up of the reverse current.
• Time: The total amount of time the sample is in the bath with the current
being applied determines the thickness of the plating. It can be expressed in
two forms: minutes or amp-minutes. Minutes is the amount of time that the
sample is actually in the bath. Amp-minutes denotes the number of minutes
that a full amp of current is being applied to the sample. This is usually the
number that is input into the electroplating power supply. The relationship is
therefore stated: amp-minutes is equal to the average forward current multiplied
by plating time.
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• Position of Anode: The proximity of the anode to the sample makes a significant
difference in the plating process, for if the anode is placed closer to the sample
cathode, then the plating process will be accelerated. Therefore, the forward
and reverse current and the amount of time in the bath will have to be altered
in order to account for this.
As one can see, many parameters will affect the process for depositing the mag-
netic material. Chapter IV will discuss the fabrication process used for the microgen-
erator and Chapter V will present the results observed from depositing the nickel.
3.2.4 Magnetization of Nickel Deposit. In determining the proper method
for magnetizing, or polarizing, the rotor arms one must consider the orientation to be
used with the rotor magnets and stator coil. As discussed earlier in this chapter, in
order to maximize current density, one must ensure that the direction of field variation,
direction of the B fields, and the flow of current are all mutually orthogonal. Figure 3.6
provides a representation of an orientation that provides such orthogonality. This
figure contains one of the varieties of magnetic rotors (grey) and stator coils (gold) to
be fabricated. The arrows provide an illustration of the magnetic field lines produced
when the magnets are polarized top to bottom as shown. When rotated, the field
lines will be perpendicular to the direction of rotation as well as to the direction of
current flow in the coils, satisfying the requirements for optimal current density.
Given that nickel is a ferromagnetic material, significant polarization can be
accomplished by placing the deposited nickel in a strong external magnetic field. This
external magnetic field aligns the electron spins within the nickel, thereby magnetizing
the nickel. By adding heat to the process, the alignment occurs more quickly. The
extra energy allows more atoms to align properly faster. As long as the nickel does
not experience excessive heat or kinetic energy, then it will remain polarized.
Optimally this polar alignment would be accomplished in situ as the nickel is
deposited. However, available resources do not allow for this. For this reason a Hall
Measurement System manufactured by LakeShore will be used to polarize the nickel
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Figure 3.6: Orientation of the rotor magnets and stator coils of the micro-generator
using the 4-arm segmented toroidal rotor and 6-turn arrayed angular stator. The rotor
magnets (grey) are polarized top/bottom, meaning that the top of the rotors are the
north pole, marked with an ”N”, and the bottom is the south pole. B field lines
are represented by the arrows. All rotor arms are polarized the same. As the rotor
revolves above the coils (gold) a current is induced in the coils.
after deposition. The Hall Measurement System can provide strong, controllable
magnetic fields through the use of an electromagnet. The fabricated rotor magnets
will be placed in the Hall System and the electromagnets will be turned on to a
predetermined field strength. This should provide enough of a field to polarize the
rotor magnet domains. A magnetic field probe will be used to measure the strength
of the resulting flux density of the magnets.
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Table 3.3: Resistivity of Common MEMS Compatible Metals at 20◦ C [22,23]










Referring back to Table 3.1, we can see that two parameters are purely depen-
dent on the coil design: resistance of the coil and the number of turns in the coil. In
addition, one must ensure that the orientation of the coil to the magnet induces the
desired current. All of these parameters will be discussed in this section as well as
the resulting coil designs for this effort.
3.3.1 Coil Material Selection. Resistance is a measure of how easily a





where R is resistance, ρ is the resistivity of a material, L is the length of the path the
current is flowing through and A is the cross sectional area of that path. Resistivity
is a material constant and, by Equation 3.4, is directly proportional to resistance.
Table 3.3 provides a list of some metals commonly used with microelectronics and
their respective resistivity values. Copper has the lowest resistivity, but oxidizes
quickly when exposed to air. Oxidation causes difficulty in making good metal-to-
metal connections when multiple depositions are used. Gold was selected as the
material for the coils because it has the second lowest resistivity and does not oxidize.
Low resistivity leads to low resistance and, thereby, less power loss in the coils.
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3.3.2 Coil Layout. In designing the layout of the coils, numerous aspects
need to be taken into consideration to optimize the power output of the micro-
generator. These include the following:
• Cross-Sectional Area and Length of Wires in the Coil
• Design Current Path from Center of Coil Without Shorting the Circuit
• Orthogonality of Current Flow to B Field and Flux
3.3.2.1 Cross-Sectional Area and Length of Wires in the Coil. Equa-
tion 3.4 defines resistance as inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area of the
wires and directly proportional to the length of the wire. Given that information, the
coil layout should be as short in length as possible with a cross-sectional area as large
as possible in order to lower resistance and thereby maximize power output.
Cross-sectional area is easily varied by increasing the amount of gold that is
deposited for each coil, thereby changing the thickness of the coil. Width of the coil
could also be varied to increase cross-sectional area. It was decided to keep width
constant among all the coils to assist in standardizing the testing of the generator
power output. All coils presented in this thesis have a wire width of 10 µm.
Regarding the length of the wire coils, there is a tradeoff that needs to be
managed. As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, one of the parameters that
plays into the efficiency of the overall generator is the number of turns in the coil.
However, as you increase the number of turns, you also increase the length of the
current path and therefore the resistance and power lost in the coil, as illustrated
with the plot in Figure 3.7. It must also be remembered that this is to be a micro-
generator. Increasing the number of turns translates into significant increases in size
of the layout footprint due to the planar nature of the design. For example, a 12-turn
angled coil requires 51% more device surface area than the 6-turn angled coil. For
this effort, coils with 14, 12, and 6 turns were designed and fabricated.
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Figure 3.7: Resistance versus the number of turns in the angled coil. This plot
shows how resistance increases as additional turns are added to an angled coil. An
additional turn requires an increase in the length of the coil which causes an increase
in resistance. Note the slight downward bow of the line as well. This is caused by
the fact that each additional turn is slightly longer than the previous turn due to the
concentric circles.
3.3.2.2 Design Current Path from Center of Coil Without Shorting the
Circuit. Since this micro-generator design is intended to be planar, the coils will be
based on a concentric circle model. This inherently leads to a requirement to create a
current path from the center of the coil to the outside of the coil without shorting the
circling coil. The MFPG design suggested running a wire underneath the coil from
the center [5]. Silicon Nitride (Si3N4), a very effective dielectric commonly used in
the MEMS process, was used as a barrier between the circling coil and the runner line.
A hole etched through the nitride layer provides a via from the coil to the runner.
Using this method, Sprecher found that the resistance of the coils was higher
than he had predicted. He attributed this to two potential factors. One was the use of
titanium (Ti) as an adhesion layer for the gold deposit. Ti serves to promote adhesion
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Figure 3.8: The effective resistance of the runner and coil is affected by the adhesion
layer of the coil deposit due to the current path. The current does not flow in adhesion
layer of the runner because it can freely flow in the gold, following the path of least
resistance. However, the adhesion layer of the coil is unavoidable and will contribute
to the effective resistance.
between the substrate and the evaporated gold. Referencing Table 3.3 one can see
that Ti has a resistivity 30 times greater than that of gold. The effective resistance of
the runner deposit will not be affected by the adhesion layer because current always
follows the path of least resistance, meaning that it will flow in the gold and not in the
titanium. Figure 3.8 depicts the current path in the runner and in the coil. However,
if a runner is used as just discussed, then the second gold deposit for the coil will also
require a Ti adhesion layer. This Ti layer, which is typically 200 Å thick, will serve as
an unavoidable path for the current as it flows between the runner and the coil and
will increase the effective resistance of the coil [5]. Since the thickness is only 200 Å
for these adhesion layers, the increase in resistance is almost negligible, in the range
of tens of µΩ. Should this increase in effective resistance be too detrimental to the
power output, an improvement to address the Ti issue is to use Chromium (Cr) as a
adhesion layer instead of Ti. The resistivity of Cr is almost 4 times less than that of
Ti and is commonly used as an adhesion layer as well and would reduce the effective
resistance even more. The resistance calculations can be found in Appendix A.
The other potential factor that Sprecher identified as a cause for increased coil
resistance was the thinning of the gold coil deposit where it overlapped the runner




Figure 3.9: (a) Representation of the thinning sidewalls that could occur as evap-
orated gold is deposited over a previous runner deposit. (b) Potential solution to the
thinning sidewalls is to create a trough for the runner wire [5].
in nature. This means that the material is deposited mostly on the top and does
not adhere well to side walls. Given that the runner, encased by the nitride, has
created sidewalls for the coil deposit, this could cause very thin gold deposits for each
intersection of the runner and the coil. Figure 3.9 (a) provides an illustration of this
sidewall thinning. Should this occur, not only would the resistance of the coil be
increased due to the smaller cross-sectional area of the thinning walls, but it could
also lead to burning out, and an open circuit, if too much current is drawn through
such a small amount of wire.
Sprecher proposed etching a trough for the runner prior to the actual runner
deposit to eliminate the sidewall thinning [5]. Figure 3.9 (b) provides an illustration
of such a solution. This will be the method adopted for the current effort.
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Figure 3.10: Original MFPG Coil Layout. A single concentric coil with 14 turns
(gold) had a runner (blue) covered by silicon nitride (grey) providing a path from the
center of the coil [5]. The line widths are 10 µm and the line spacing is 30 µm.
3.3.2.3 Orthogonality of Current Flow to B Field and Flux. The flow
of current in the coil layout needs to be mutually orthogonal to the direction of change
in field strength and B field lines. This was the driving parameter in the development
of new coil layouts.
The original MFPG design used a single concentric coil. Figure 3.10 provides
the L-Edit image of the design used for testing in this effort. Notice that the runner
covered with silicon nitride was used to provide a current path out of the center of
the coil just as was originally proposed in Sprecher’s work. However, it must also
be pointed out that the original design intended the center of rotation of the rotor
magnet to be the center of the coil. If a top/bottom polarization is used for the
magnets with this design, the B field lines will be orthogonal to the current flow,
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however, the direction of the magnetic flux would be in the same direction as the
intended flow of current. As discussed earlier, this would lead to a less than optimal
current density, if any at all. The next two designs presented offer a variation of the
original MFPG design that should optimize the current density.
The object of the new design is to have the direction of current flow purely or-
thogonal to the direction of magnetic flux caused by the rotation of the rotor magnets.
In order to do this, the coil wires need to be aligned with radial lines from the center
of rotor rotation. This requirement led to a new design consisting of an intercon-
nected polar array of angular coils centered on the rotor magnets center of rotation.
Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) provide images of the angular coil designs developed using
L-Edit. As shown in Figure 3.11, the runner wire was covered by silicon nitride to
provide the current path from the center of the coils for both designs. The difference
between the two is simply the number of turns contained in each coil. Figure 3.11 (a)
contains 12 turns and (b) contains 6.
It turns out that the 6-turn angular coil aligns very well with the 4-arm toroidal
rotor as can be observed in Figure 3.6. It is anticipated that this combination of rotor
and coil placement will provide the highest power output of all potential combinations
of the rotors and coils presented in this chapter. In order to understand the reason
for such an assumption, one must recall the right-hand rule as it pertains to the
Ampère-Maxwell Law discussed at the beginning of this chapter. Using the right-
hand rule with the B fields at the edge of each magnet arm, such as those illustrated
in Figure 3.6, one can recognize those fields induce currents opposite in direction of
one another; the current on one side of the magnet flows in the opposite direction as
that on the other side of the arm. Therefore, optimally the arm will be the same size
as the coil, or very close, so that the currents are effectively combining for maximum
current density. If multiple magnets are covering one coil then the currents might




Figure 3.11: An array of 4 interconnected angular coils (gold) distributed evenly
around the center of rotor rotation provides current paths purely orthogonal to the
direction of rotation. A runner (blue) covered by nitride (grey) provides a current
path from the coil centers. (a) has 12 turns whereas (b) only has 6. Line widths are




The original MFPG design was intended to function using a turbine actuated by
blood flow in order to move the rotor. Such a design is very complicated and exceeds
the scope of this effort, therefore, in order to test the power output of the stator
coil and rotor magnet designs presented in this chapter, a test structure is required.
The general idea for the test structure is to align a rotor and an inverted coil within
close proximity, revolve the rotor, and measure the output current of the coil. The
test structure, therefore, needs to perform three main functions: provide a rotation
mechanism for the rotor, allow for precise alignment of rotor and coil, and measure
power output.
3.4.1 Rotation Mechanism. The testing apparatus should simulate the
rotation that might be provided by a turbine interfacing with blood flow. Sprecher
calculated the rotation rate provided by typical human blood flow to be approximately
39.3 RPM [5]. This rotation rate will serve as a starting point for the current research.
In addition, the rotation device needs to be able to provide a consistent planar surface
given that it will serve as a stage for the rotor and will be placed within tens of µm to
the stator coils. Any fluctuations could cause the stator and rotor to come in contact
and damage the devices.
Difficulty arises in finding a device that is accurate to such a slow rotation rate.
Devices considered included a photoresist application spinner, rotary stage for optics
tables, and a servo motor produced for a robot system built by LEGOTM Mindstorms
NXT. Spinners are typically only accurate to about 100 RPM. Optics table rotary
stages meet the rotation rate requirements and are excessively accurate but one was
not available for this research. The LEGOTM motor is available and provides a variable
RPM that meets the requirements.
3.4.2 Precise Alignment. The center of rotation of the rotor must be aligned
very accurately with the center of the stator design in order for correct functionality.
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This requires a tool that can provide minute alterations in orientation in all 6 degrees
of freedom as well as imaging to verify alignment. Microstages, such as those fabri-
cated by Klinger Scientific, can provide such precise control of orientation within a
few microns. Multiple microstages are available and will be used in this effort.
Imaging is more complicated. Given that the stator and rotor must be in close
proximity, it is very difficult to see between them to observe if they are correctly
aligned. A solution is to take advantage of a system that is already designed for such
imaging. A flip-chip bonder uses a special optical tool to align two microelectronics
devices and bond them together. AFIT has an Eagle 860 flip-chip bonder. It is
expected that a custom stage with micro controls and rotation capability could be
built and used with the optics of this bonder. In order to facilitate with the alignment,
rotors and stators will both be fabricated and centered on small chips of the same
size, 5000× 5000 µm2.
3.4.3 Power Output Measurement. A technique for measuring the power





where P is power in watts, V is voltage in volts, and R is resistance in ohms. In order
to measure the power output of any device, a predetermined load, or resistance, can
be placed in the circuit. The voltage drop across that load can be measured and,
using Equation 3.5, one can determine the power output of the system.
Therefore, in order to measure the power output of the micro-generator, a re-
sistor will be placed between the two electrodes of the coil. Two large gold pads
connected to the coil will be included on the stator chips to facilitate the measure-
ment. A wire bonder will connect a small wire to each pad and a resistor will be
placed between them. A multimeter will be used to measure the voltage drop across
the resistor and the power output will be determined using Equation 3.5 for multiple
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Figure 3.12: General schematic for testing power output of generator. The power
output of the device can be derived from the voltage drop (V2 − V1) across a known
resistance (R1).
combinations of coils and stator magnets. Figure 3.12 illustrates a basic model of how
the voltage will be measured.
3.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter focused on the problem solving approach used in this effort by
detailing the design process for a micro-generator. Theory, materials and varying
layout considerations were analyzed and discussed. The final coil and magnet layouts




This chapter will discuss the physical results of applying the methodology and theory
presented in Chapter III as it pertains to fabricating the micro-generator rotor mag-
nets, stator coil and testing apparatus. Most steps of the fabrication process required
a characterization of the tools in order to determine optimal settings. The charac-
terization process will be discussed where appropriate and the selected fabrication
parameters will be presented. Appendices B and C will serve as essential references
for this chapter. Appendix B contains all information and imaging relevant to the
lithographic mask used, and Appendix C contains details and step-by-step process
followers of the successful fabrication methods found in this research.
4.1 Mask Fabrication and Substrate Selection
The first step in the fabrication process was to have a lithographic mask fabri-
cated for patterning the designed features. The layout for the mask was created by
compiling the L-Edit designs presented in the last chapter and dividing them into the
separate processing steps. AFIT has its masks fabricated by Photo Sciences, Inc. of
Torrance, CA. The mask substrate is a 4 inch square, but only a 3 inch diameter circle
of that mask is available for patterning purposes. Given that each of the devices to
be fabricated require only 5000× 5000 µm2, multiple smaller masks were included on
a single 4 inch mask. In total, 7 distinct masks with dimensions of 45× 15 mm2 were
included. Details and images of the layouts contained on the mask are available in
Appendix B.
A glass slide, similar to a microscope slide, was used for the substrate of the
rotors. Originally transparent glass slides were selected to facilitate alignment of the
coil and rotor. However, the current test structure does not require a transparent
substrate, therefore future efforts could make use of other substrates if desired.
A silicon (Si) substrate was selected for the coil fabrication. Given that troughs
need to be etched into the substrate for the runners, a substrate that can be etched
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consistently was required. Crystalline silicon etches much more consistently than
amorphous glass.
4.2 Magnet Fabrication
The magnet fabrication process utilized in this effort consisted of:
1. Depositing a seed layer.
2. Creating a pattern using the photolithography mask and photoresist.
3. Electroplating sufficient nickel material for the magnets.
4. Magnetizing the resulting devices.
This section will investigate the process used to accomplish each of these steps. (Given
that the seed layer material selection is closely associated with the electroplating
process, seed layer deposition will be discussed within the electroplating section of
this chapter.)
4.2.1 Photoresist Characterization. Photoresist (PR) is a light-sensitive
material that is used in photolithography processes. It is typically spun onto the
surface of a wafer at high speeds to produce a uniform film thickness. It is then baked
on a hot plate to evaporate off any solvents and to improve adhesion to the wafer.
Once baked onto the wafer, the PR is exposed to a particular wavelength of light
and developed using a specially formulated developer. For positive PRs, the exposed
portion will dissolve off. A mask is used to define the pattern to be created [24].
Photoresists typically used at AFIT have a thickness of 1 to 2.5 µm. However,
for the micro-generator rotor magnets, the nickel deposit should be as thick as possible
in order to produce stronger magnetic fields. Sprecher’s original design proposed
thicknesses of 20 µm for the nickel deposit [5]. If 20 µm thick nickel was deposited
using the typical AFIT PRs, a mushroom shape would be created once the nickel
deposit exceeded the height of the PR and would more than likely fuse together.
Therefore, a thicker PR was investigated for this effort.
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Figure 4.1: Spin Curve for AZ P4620. Provides associated thicknesses relative to
spin speeds for the P4620 photoresist [25].
AZ P4620 is a PR produced by AZ Electronic Materials. It can be deposited to
thicknesses ranging from 3 to 60 µm [25]. This PR was selected to provide the pattern
for the nickel deposit. Figure 4.1 provides a chart mapping spin speed to thickness
for P4620.
The datasheet for this PR listed a double application process to acquire a 24 µm
thick film as well as a single application process that resulted in greater than 20 µm
thick film [25]. Both were investigated and the double application process was iden-
tified as the best choice given that it provided a more uniform and consistent PR
spread.
The datasheet also listed a recommended constant exposure dose of between
1500 mJ/cm2 to 1750 mJ/cm2 [25]. Through experimentation using AFIT’s EVG
620 mask aligner, it was found that this recommended dose was more than twice
what was actually needed. Figure 4.2 provides images of the results of two different
exposure doses. As can be observed in Figure 4.2 (a), the 1600 mJ/cm2 exposure
resulted in very rounded edges, indicative of over-exposure. A reduced exposure,
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Exposure comparison of AZ P4620 lithography patterns. The recom-
mended fixed dose exposure was higher than what was required with AFIT’s EVG
620 Mask Aligner. Using a fixed dose of 1600 mJ/cm2 resulted in very rounded edges
as represented in image (a). A fixed dose of 750 mJ/cm2 produced much sharper
lines, represented in image (b).
shown Figure 4.2 (b), produced much cleaner lines. The optimal dosage was found to
be 680 mJ/cm2 with the EVG 620.
In addition, the high viscosity of the P4620 and the rectangular shape of the
substrate slides resulted in significant edge beading. Some beading was measured to
be 50% thicker than the center of the slide. With such variation in thickness a single
exposure and development time could not be used for the entirety of the slide. For
this reason only two rows of rotors were patterned in the center of each slide instead
of the three rows originally planned. Doing so successfully avoided the edge beads
and allowed for clean patterning. The entire process follower for the successful 24 µm
thick AZ P4620 application can be found in Appendix C.
4.2.2 Nickel Plating. This section will analyze the fabrication experiments
completed in order to characterize the nickel electroplating bath as well as discuss the
resulting process selected for the rotor magnet deposition.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Delamination of Sprecher’s nickel electroplating samples. The
delamination was caused by the high tensile stress introduced during the elec-
troplating process and began immediately after being removed from the bath.
For the first sample, (a), the circles identify where the delamination began. The
second sample, (b), experienced such high stress that 30 microns of substrate,
identified by the circles, were ripped up with the nickel deposition [5].
4.2.2.1 Characterizing the Nickel Electroplating Bath With Full Wafers.
The nickel electroplating process described in Chapter III was used by Sprecher in
an attempt to deposit enough nickel material to create a magnet. He used the nickel
electroplating equipment at the Air Force Research Laboratory/Sensors Directorate
(AFRL/RY) located near AFIT. AFRL/RY has a FutureFab bench that contains a
nickel sulfamate solution in the bath. The power supply for the system is manufac-
tured by Dynatronix.
The results of Sprecher’s experiments were not optimal. He plated two full
patternless Si wafers to try to characterize the bath. Figure 4.3 provides images of
the samples a few days after the electroplating. The brown area is where the nickel
remained attached to the substrate. The silver area is where the tensile stress of the
nickel was so great that it pulled away from the Si substrate. Tensile stress occurs
when a material with a high coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is placed on a
material with a low CTE. As the two materials cool, the deposited material with
a relatively high CTE, in this case the nickel, contracts more rapidly than the Si
substrate leading to tensile stress between the layers. As can be seen in Figure 4.3,
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the tensile stress was tremendous, as the deposited material was unable to remain
attached to the substrate.
It was assumed that something was wrong with the nickel sulfamate solution in
the bath and that an additive, saccharin, needed to be placed in the nickel plating
solution in order to reduce the stress [5]. Saccharin has been shown to reduce the
tensile stress in the plating process. However, it also reduces the purity of the nickel
being deposited and therefore would most likely reduce the magnetic properties as
well [26]. AFRL/RY ordered the saccharin to be deposited into the bath, but it did
not arrive in time for Sprecher to perform more experiments prior to the completion
of his thesis work.
A few months after Sprecher completed his thesis work, a lab notebook con-
taining plating experiment information that was completed in 2004 was discovered by
AFRL/RY. The experiments were performed by Matthew Williams in an attempt to
characterize AFRL/RY’s nickel electroplating bath. The data contained in this note-
book was compiled and can be found as part of Table 4.1. All experiments up to NP50
were conducted by Williams, whereas ASNi1 and ASNi2 were Sprecher’s samples pre-
viously mentioned. Williams varied many of the plating parameters to determine op-
timal settings for nickel deposition using AFRL/RY’s nickel plating equipment [27].
Even though not all of the parameters for each sample were recorded in the notebook,
much information can be gleaned from the data presented in Williams’ work.
Upon inspection of the data, some trends were observed. It appears that high
deposition rates, greater than 0.1 µm/A−min, tend to lead to increased peeling and
cause the surface to become more cloudy. As discussed earlier, peeling is caused by
an increased tensile stress. In addition, it also seems that an optimal balance between
the forward current density and the reverse current density must also be found in
order to avoid tensile stress. Samples NP21 to NP25 demonstrate this. The first




































































to some peeling. However, as an optimal reverse current was approached, the peeling
stopped.
It was also noted that even though the deposition rate of NP26 was the same as
that of NP22, no peeling occurred with NP26 and it had a more uniform deposition.
This seems to indicate that the deposition rate might not be the best method of stress
control. There were two parameters that were changed between these two samples:
proximity to the anode and the reverse current. Further testing was required to
identify which parameter induced the high stress.
Williams also tried different seed layers. It appears, from the recorded data,
that there was not much difference between the 200 Å Ti/2000 Å Copper (Cu) seed
and the 200 Å Ti/1000 Å Ni seed. In fact the two runs with the least peeling and
shiniest surfaces were done with these two seeds, samples NP27 and NP33. AFIT
does not have the capability to deposit Cu, therefore the 200 Å Ti/1000 Å Ni will be
used as the seed for this effort.
After compiling this data and combining it with the results of Sprecher’s ex-
periments, samples ASNi1 and 2, some additional experiments were designed and
conducted by this author and some of the staff at AFRL/RY on full 3-inch wafers.
Table 4.1 contains the parameters from the most recent full wafer experiments as well,
NiStr1 to NiStr8. It must be noted that the saccharine additive was not added to the
solution before the most current experiments began. Therefore the solution that was
used by Sprecher and the solution that was used for the current sample set, NiStr1 - 8,
are the same.
Of the new batch of experiments, the most informative were NiStr3, NiStr4 and
NiStr6. NiStr3 had very little peeling. For NiStr4, two parameters were varied from
NiStr3, proximity to the anode and reverse current; similar to the variation of NP22
and NP26 previously mentioned. Serious peeling was observed with NiStr4. Sample
NiStr6 was an attempt to identify whether the excessive stress of NiStr4 was due to
moving the anode closer or reducing the reverse current. For NiStr6, the anode was
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left in the normal position and only the reverse current was reduced. The stress was
still present. Therefore it is concluded that the stress is at least partially caused by the
change in reverse current. In addition, since moving the anode closer to the sample
should only increase the deposition rate (which can easily be varied by altering the
forward current), the anode should be left in the normal position for all additional
plating runs.
NiStr7a, NiStr7b, and NiStr8 were duplicates of previous processes in order
to verify that one could recreate the results of previous experiments. NiStr7a was a
duplicate of Sprecher’s work. The only difference was the seed layer. A nickel seed was
used instead of a chromium/copper seed. The results however were almost identical.
(An image was unavailable but it appeared very similar to Figure 4.3.) Upon closer
inspection of the parameters that were used and the deposition rate, one can recognize
that high stress would be expected. These parameters produce a deposition rate of
more than 0.4 µm/A−min and no reverse current was used.
NiStr7b and NiStr8 used the same process as NP27 and NP33, respectively, and
produced the best results seen during this round of experimentation. In addition, the
results mirrored Williams’ tests. Given that successful platings were accomplished
using the same bath but different parameters, it was determined that the saccharine
additive was not needed to reduce the stress. Images of the wafers after the electro-
plating process can be seen in Figure 4.4. The forward and reverse current densities
used for these wafers (17.5 mA/cm2 and 11.5 mA/cm2) will be the starting point for
the parameters to be used on the patterned samples discussed in the next section.
In summary, lessons learned from characterizing AFRL/RY’s nickel plating bath
with full size wafers include:
1. High stress deposits lead to delamination of the nickel deposit.
2. 200 Å Ti/1000 Å Ni provides a good seed layer for nickel and will be used as
the seed for this effort.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Samples (a) NiStr7b and (b) NiStr8 after electroplating process. No
delamination is observed.
3. Deposition rate is not a good method of stress control. Various deposition rates
should be achievable with success.
4. A proper balance of forward and reverse current densities is the best method
of stress control. A forward to reverse current ratio of 1.52 with a 60/40 duty
cycle was found to be successful.
4.2.2.2 Characterizing the Electroplating Bath With Patterned Samples.
As discussed in Chapter III and the previous section, the determining factor for the
deposition rate and quality of the deposit was the balance of the forward and reverse
current density. Current density is a function of the current and the area of the sample
to be plated. A 3-inch wafer has a surface area of 45.6 cm2. For all the experiments
discussed in the previous section the entirety of the surface of the wafer was being
plated, therefore the current density can be calculated by dividing the forward and
reverse current by the entire surface area. Using the forward and reverse current
parameters from NP27 and NP33, the optimal forward and reverse current density
can be found to be 17.5 mA/cm2 and 11.5 mA/cm2 respectively, as mentioned in
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the previous section. (Calculations were accomplished using MathCadTM and can be
found in Appendix A).
To calculate the forward and reverse currents to use for patterned samples, the
new surface area of the exposed seed needs to be calculated. Calculating the exposed
surface after patterning was simplified greatly through the use of a tool found in L-
Edit. Using the area calculation tool, it was found that the covered portion of the
slide had an area of 6.592 cm2. However, in order for a sample to function with the
electroplating system, electrodes must be directly attached to the seed of the sample.
To make this contact, one half of the alignment squares from each side of the sample
had to be removed with acetone and must be accounted for in the exposed surface area
calculations. Subtracting the final covered area from the actual area of the entire slide
provides an exposed seed area of 0.439 cm2. Multiplying this area by the forward and
reverse current density from NP27 and NP33 gives the forward and reverse currents
for the patterned samples, 0.0077 A and 0.0051 A.
AFRL/RY’s Dynatronix power supply has a forward and reverse current resolu-
tion of only 0.001 A and it has difficulty controlling currents below 0.010 A effectively.
Therefore, small currents such as those just calculated are difficult to achieve with
accuracy. In addition, the current parameter input into the power supply controller
is not exactly what is actually passed through the sample. A current monitor does
provide the actual current draw during deposition so that the input can be adjusted
to provide the desired current flow. Considering these limitations, it is not surprising
that the use of the currents calculated in the previous paragraph was not successful
and resulted in the removal of the seed layer or very minimal deposit, less than 1 µm.
In order to overcome the inaccuracies at small currents, larger currents were
used. During characterization of the full wafers, it was inferred that higher plating
rates and current densities should be achievable as long as a proper balance of for-
ward and reverse currents is maintained. Based on this conclusion, the currents were
adjusted to 0.081 A for forward current and 0.053 A for reverse current, which main-
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Figure 4.5: SEM image of successfully plated toroidal rotor. This rotor is 8 µm
thick and no peeling is observed.
tains the ratio of forward to reverse current previously found of 1.52. These currents
lead to current densities of 182 mA/cm2 and 121 mA/cm2 respectively. The resulting
deposition rate was approximately 0.4 µm/min and no peeling or discoloration was
observed. Figure 4.5 provides a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of one
of the successfully electroplated rotors resulting from this process. The variation in
plating thickness across the slide was significant, however, resulting in rotors with
thicknesses of up to 14 µm on the edges and only 7 µm thick in the middle.
In an effort to reduce the thickness variation, the reverse current was slightly
increased relative to the forward current leading to a forward/reverse ratio of 1.463,
with forward current at 0.06 A and reverse current at 0.041 A. Peeling was once
again observed. Figure 4.6 provides an SEM image of the resulting delamination. It
appears even slight changes in the forward to reverse ratio will affect the stress of the
deposit.
Given that the ratio needs to stay the same, it appears that an appropriate
method to reduce the variation in thicknesses would be to use a different shaped sam-
ple. The rectangular samples used in this effort allowed for one electrode attachment
on each end and lead to high current densities on the edges near the electrodes and
smaller current densities toward the center of the sample. Round samples would al-
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Delamination was observed when the forward to reverse current
ratio was changed from 1.52 to 1.463. (a) provides an SEM image of the rotor
and (b) shows a zoomed in image of the buckling that occurred due to stress.
Figure 4.7: Fabricated and Diced Rotor Ready for Testing.
low the use of four electrodes and would spread the current more evenly than the
rectangular samples allowed.
Once the rotors were deposited, the AZ P4620 was removed using AZ 400K
developer and acetone. The full process follower for the successful plating of nickel
can be found in Appendix C. The slide samples were then sent to AFRL/RY for
dicing into separate 5000 µm × 5000 µm chips. Figure 4.7 is an image of one rotor
after fabrication and dicing.
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Figure 4.8: Diced Rotor Lifted From Table with NIB Magnet.
4.2.3 Magnetization. Magnetization was accomplished using a LakeShore
Hall Measurement System. A flux density of 3000 Gauss was applied for 2 minutes
at room temperature. In addition, some rotors were heated to a temperature of
350◦ C on a hot plate and then placed on top of a Neodymium Iron Boron (NIB)
permanent magnet that had a residual flux density of approximately 3000 Gauss as
well. Figure 4.8 provides an image of the nickel as it was magnetized with a NIB
magnet. Obviously sufficient nickel was plated and polarized so as to create enough
force to lift the sample from the table. The residual magnetization of the rotors will
be discussed in the next chapter.
4.3 Coil Fabrication
The fabrication of the coil is more complex than that of the rotors, however,
very little additional characterization was required due to the fact that the equipment
utilized is frequently used at AFIT and AFRL/RY. In order to quantify how coil
resistance affects the power output, multiple coil thicknesses were fabricated: 0.5 µm,
0.75 µm and 1 µm. The coil fabrication process followed these steps:
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1. Apply and pattern PR for runner trough etch and gold deposit.
2. Reactive ion etch (RIE) a trough to the same depth as the thickness of the
runner.
3. Evaporate gold to desired thickness and clean off PR and excess gold, leaving
behind patterned runner flush with the surface of the substrate.
4. Deposit dielectric using a Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD).
5. Apply and pattern PR for excess dielectric removal.
6. RIE the excess dielectric.
7. Apply and pattern PR for final coil deposit.
8. Evaporate gold to desired thickness and clean off excess gold, leaving behind
patterned coil.
4.3.1 Runner. It was intended for the top of the runner deposit to be flush
with the surface of the substrate so as to avoid the sidewall thinning issue discussed in
the previous chapter. RIE is a method of providing very accurate anisotropic etches
and was used to etch a trough in the silicon substrate for the runner deposit. Given
that the trough and the gold deposit for the runner require the same mask, only one
PR application was used for both process steps. Shipley 1818 was used as the PR
and was spun on at a thickness of 1.8 µm. The PR was patterned using the runner
mask and sent to AFRL/RY for RIE. Each sample was etched to the depth of the
intended thickness of the deposit. Gold was then evaporated onto the samples to the
desired thickness, 0.5, 0.75 or 1 µm using a 200 Å seed layer of Ti. The PR and excess
gold was then removed in a sonic acetone bath. Figure 4.9 graphically illustrates the
fabrication process and Figure 4.10 provides an image of the runner following the gold
deposition.
The resulting profile was inspected using AFIT’s Zygo Interferometer. The gold
deposit was only slightly thicker than the depth of the trough resulting in a ridge of
approximately 0.01 µm above the surface of the wafer for the 0.5 µm gold deposit.
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the process for creating the coil runners.
Figure 4.10: Image of the runner for the concentric coil. The line width is 10 µm.
The 0.75 and 1 µm deposits produced ridges in the range of a few tenths of a µm,
however these larger ridges appear to be only on the edges of the runners, whereas
the center is recessed completely into the substrate. Figure 4.11 provides an SEM
image of the runner with nitride deposited to illustrate this anomaly. Most likely
these sidewalls were a result of using only PR and not Lift Off Resist (LOR) for the
lithography of the runner. LOR provides a method for clean depositions with no
sidewalls, as shown in Figure 4.12. Although not used in this effort, the combined
application of LOR and PR is recommended for future runner deposits.
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Figure 4.11: SEM image depicting the sidewalls found on the edges of the run-
ner. The dielectric nitride is visible as well and provides a good reference to see the
sidewalls. The image on the right provides a zoomed-in image of the sidewall anomaly.
Figure 4.12: LOR is used to prevent residual sidewalls when depositing metals. (a)
After LOR and PR are applied and exposed, the LOR developer will remove the PR
normally but will overdevelop the LOR and produce an underetch beneath the PR.
(b) When metal is deposited, sidewalls are not created because of the underetch. (c)
When the PR and LOR are cleaned off, all excess gold is removed as well, leaving
behind a clean deposit [28].
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Figure 4.13: Illustration of the process for depositing and patterning the silicon
nitride dielectric.
4.3.2 Dielectric. The next step was to pattern a dielectric over the runner
to allow for a single small current path between the runner and the coil but inhibit
shorting at other areas where the coil will cross the runner. A 1000 Å thick layer of
silicon nitride was deposited using PECVD over the entirety of the samples. Shipley
1818 PR was then spun on to a thickness of 1.8 µm and patterned with the dielectric
lithography mask. An RIE was performed to remove the nitride from everywhere the
patterned PR was not. Once the excess nitride was removed, the PR was cleaned
off with acetone. Figure 4.13 graphically illustrates the fabrication process used for
patterning the dielectric and Figure 4.14 provides an image of the patterned nitride
deposit.
4.3.3 Coil. The final coil deposit made use of the LOR discussed in the
previous section in order to overcome any additional sidewall issues. MicroChem
LOR3A spreads to a thickness of approximately 0.4 µm, therefore in order to deposit
1 µm of gold, at least three layers of LOR3A are required. For all of the coils, three
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Figure 4.14: Nitride dielectric (greenish is color) after patterning. Note that the
majority of the runner where the coil will cross is covered with the nitride and only
a small square is open for the via.
layers of LOR3A were spread on and then topped off with one layer of Shipley 1818
PR. This provided approximately 1.2 µm of LOR and 1.8 µm of 1818. The coils were
patterned and developed and the appropriate amount of gold was deposited for each
sample. The excess gold, PR and LOR were removed with tape liftoff and a sonic
acetone bath. Upon completing the coils, they were sent to AFRL/RY for dicing into
separate 5000 µm× 5000 µm chips. Figure 4.15 provides an image of one of the final
Figure 4.15: Completed 6-Turn Arrayed Coil with line widths of approximately
10 µm. The dot in the middle of the coils is residual nitride that was not removed,
but has no effect on the performance of the coil.
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Figure 4.16: SEM images of one of the 6-Turn Coils. (a) provides reference for (b)
and (c). (b) shows that the runner sidewalls did not cause the overlapping coil to
have any observable sidewall thinning. (c) illustrates how the coil and runner connect
at the via inside a nitride hole.
coils.
SEM images provide better detail of the resulting coil. Figure 4.16 provides
close up images of the coil and runner interfaces, both at the via and where the coil
ran over the runner but was separated with silicon nitride. It is also apparent from
this image that the use of the recessed runner did not cause any sidewall thinning of
the coil, even with the residual sidewalls of the runner.
4.4 Test Structure Assembly
The test structure was built around an Eagle 860 flip-chip bonder, a LEGOTM Mind-
storms NXT servo motor, and micro stages. The Eagle 860 aligns two samples through
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Figure 4.17: The Eagle 860 bonder was used to provide precise alignment of the coil
and rotor. (a) marks the vertically adjustable head mount that will hold the inverted
coil. (b) is an optical arm that provides imagery of both the head mount chip and
the chip on the lower stage and allows for precise alignment of the two. It is retracted
once alignment is achieved. (c) is the XY-adjustable stage where the custom rotary
stage (d) sits.
the use of a vertically adjustable head mount, a lower XY-adjustable platform, and an
optical arm. The optical arm provides the ability to overlay an image of the inverted
head mount device with an image of the lower device to ensure that alignment is
achieved. Once aligned the optical arm is retracted and the head mount is lowered to
the desired position above the rotating sample. These components are identified in
Figure 4.17.
In order to use the Eagle 860 for the micro-generator testing, the coil will be
attached to the head mount and the magnetic rotors will be on a custom rotating
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Figure 4.18: This custom stage was designed and built for testing the micro-
generator. The LegoTM Mindstorms NXT servo motor and controller provide the
rotation while the microstages assist in alignment.
stage on the bonder’s lower platform. The custom stage was assembled using the
servo motor, an XYZ microstage and a tilt adjustable stage. Figure 4.18 provides a
picture of the assembled stage. A program was written that provided a rotation rate
of 40 rpm, the rate that Sprecher predicted would be induced by blood-flow [5], for
the servo motor using the LEGOTM Mindstorms NXT software and controller.
To determine the power output of the generator, an Agilent Multimeter will
be used to measure a voltage drop in the configuration discussed in Chapter III.
To facilitate measurements, the coil was placed into a MEMs package, like the one
pictured in Figure 4.19. The coil chip was mounted in the recess of the package using
double-sided tape and wire bonded at AFRL/RY. It was important that the bonding
wires be tight to the surface of the coil chip so as to not interfere with rotation when
the coil was brought in close to the rotating magnets. Figure 4.20 provides an SEM
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Figure 4.19: This package will be used for testing the coils. The coil chip will
be placed in the recess in the middle and wire bonded to the contacts marked. This
facilitates measurements by allowing the multimeter leads to be attached to the larger
pins of the package.
image of the chip after being bonded to the package and illustrates how tight the
wires were to the surface of the chip. The bonding was so tight that some bonding
wires actually created an electric short across the gold lines that were used to assist
in the dicing process of the individual samples. However, the packaged chip shown in
Figure 4.20 did not short as is the case for a number of other packaged samples and
will be used in testing.
4.5 Chapter Summary
As discussed in this chapter, much of the fabrication effort was dedicated to the
characterization of some of the processes required, such as the AZ P4620 PR and the
nickel electroplating bath. In the end, the devices were fabricated as intended and
the envisioned generator and test structure were prepared for the next step, testing.
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Figure 4.20: SEM images of coil chip bonded to package. (a) provides an image of
the chip in the MEMS packaging and provides reference for (b) and (c). (b) shows
that the wires were bonded extremely tight to the surface of the chip ensuring that
the wires do not make contact with the rotor when they are placed in close proximity.
(c) illustrates how the wires were bonded to package. It is noted that some wires
were bonded so tight that they actually shorted with the gold dicing line around the
perimeter of the sample. This sample, although it appears to have shorted, did not.
This was verified by measuring the resistance of the packaged coil and comparing it
to the resistance of the coil prior to packaging.
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V. Testing and Results
After fully fabricating the coil, magnets and testing apparatus the micro-electromagnetic
generator was ready for testing. This chapter will discuss the results of the fabrication
of each portion of the generator as well as the testing apparatus. The resulting power
output of the device as a whole will also be measured and presented. Appendix D
contains the raw data collected from measurements and testing.
5.1 Rotor Magnets
Three rotor magnet slides were plated with nickel and diced. Two of the slides,
samples SH-M4 and SH-M5, were plated to thicknesses ranging from 12 to 18 µm and
one slide, sample SH-M3, was plated to thicknesses in the range of 8 to 14 µm. (The
variation in thickness was due to the variation in current density across the sample as
discussed in the previous chapter.) SH-M5 experienced severe delamination and was
not used for further testing. SH-M4 showed peeling on some of the rotors but not
all. SH-M3 was the sample that experienced no peeling at all and one of the rotors
is imaged in Figure 4.5. All thickness measurements of the rotors were taken by a
Tencor Profilometer and are detailed in Appendix D.
After being magnetized as discussed in the last chapter, the residual magnetiza-
tion was measured using the Gauss meter that is connected to the Hall Measurement
System. The flux density of both the magnets polarized by the Hall magnet and
those polarized with the hot plate and NIB magnets was almost unmeasurable with
the gauss meter. For example, the flux density of ambient air was in the range of
0.1 Gauss and, when the magnets were placed in close proximity of the Gauss meter,
a variation of approximately 0.1 Gauss was observed. Given that this fluctuation is
well within the domain of error of the Gauss meter, accurate measurements were not
acquired.
It was not initially understood why the rotors did not retain an appreciable
magnetic field. As shown in Figure 4.8, the nickel rotors can be significantly polarized.
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Figure 5.1: Example of B-H Curve [29].
Further research and guidance provided an answer as to why the residual magnetic
field was lost so quickly.
Magnetic materials are typically characterized by curves known as a hysteresis
loop or B-H curve, like the one shown in Figure 5.1. The point where the curve
crosses the B axis, annotated as Br, is referred to as the residual flux density or
remanent magnetization of the material. This is the value of the flux density that will
remain after being magnetized to saturation, should no additional energy be added
to the system. The point that the loop crosses the H axis, annotated as Hc, is the
coercivity of the material. Coercivity is defined as the amount of force required to
reduce the flux density back to zero after being magnetized to saturation. Materials
that have a high coercivity are known as “hard magnets” whereas a low coercivity
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material is referred to as a “soft magnet”. In addition, coercivity is typically higher
for materials that have defects in their atomic structures. Although, the defects also
cause a reduction in the flux density [18,29,30].
These two values, coercivity and remanent flux density, are extremely important
for the magnetic material in a electromagnetic generator. Obviously, a high remanent
flux density is desired to induce maximum current in the conducting coil, but a high
coercivity is desired as well so that ambient energy and forces, such as small bumps
and temperature changes, do not demagnetize the magnet. Permanent magnets are
permanent due to their extremely high coercivity values.
The coercivity of the electroplated nickel rotors was measured with a Vibrat-
ing Sample Magnetometer (VSM) at the Air Force Research Laboratory/Propulsion
Directorate (AFRL/RZ). Figure 5.2 contains the resulting B-H curve with the coer-
civity circled. The coercivity was measured to be approximately 90 Oersteds. The
low end of permanent magnets have a coercivity of 2,000 to 3,000 Oersteds [30]. It
Figure 5.2: B-H curve for electroplated nickel rotors measured with a VSM.
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turns out that all nickel, no matter how it is deposited, produces very soft magnets, as
does annealed iron. Even though these materials are capable of acquiring a powerful
remanent flux density, they cannot maintain that density as they experience external
forces. This is the reason that the nickel magnets exhibited high magnetic flux char-
acteristics when placed near the NIB magnets but the flux was imperceptible when
measurement was attempted. The movement of the samples with the tweezers was
evidently sufficient energy to randomize the poles that had just been polarized.
5.2 Stator Coils
The goal in fabricating the coils was to create a low resistance electrical path
that would be mutually orthogonal to the B field and varying flux density. In total,
six slides of coils completed the fabrication process: two slides of each of the desired
thicknesses, 0.5, 0.75, and 1 µm. The first step for determining how well the coils
were fabricated was to measure the resistance of the coils. Resistances were taken
using an Agilent multimeter connected to the two pads on each coil. The results of
those measurements can be found in Table D.2.
As discussed in the design portion of this thesis, the line widths of all of the coils
was intended to be 10 µm. However, when fabricating at this scale, variations are
typical. For this reason and to determine how well calculated resistance values match
to experimental results, a Tencor Profilometer at AFRL/RY was used to attempt to
measure the average final line widths and thicknesses of each type of coil on each
slide sample. With that data, the resistances were calculated and compared with the
average of the reasonable measured values in Table 5.1.
As can be observed in Table 5.1 and Table D.2, the majority of the 0.5 µm coils
and a few of the 0.75 and 1 µm coils exhibited extremely high resistance values. A
conclusive reason for such a high resistance was not found. One potential reason is
that some residual PR was present prior to the final gold coil deposit. This would
result in a barrier of PR between the coil and runner and would increase the resistance.
The discrepancies in the other predicted and experimental results were attributed to
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Table 5.1: Calculation of resistance of coil based on measured dimensions using
Microsoft Excel. Length was calculated using L-Edit. The average of the measured
resistances is provided for comparison.
small variations in the width and height of the coil and runner. In addition, the
resistivity value, ρ, that was used in the calculations was a bulk gold measurement. A
thin film resistivity measurement of the evaporated gold used in fabrication was not
performed, but would most likely differ somewhat from that of the bulk resistivity
value and could account for some of the variations in the resistance measurement data
as well.
5.3 Testing Apparatus
The test structure performed as intended. Double sided tape was used to mount
the coil and package to the head mount of the Eagle 860 because the built-in vacuum
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Figure 5.3: The Eagle 860 provides live partially transparent camera feeds to assist
in the alignment of the upper and lower samples. This image shows the overlay of
the rotor chip (outlined in red) and the coil chip (outlined in yellow) as they were
aligned.
was not strong enough to support the package, coil chip and multimeter leads. The
Eagle 860 provided very good imaging to ensure that the coil and the rotors were
aligned well. Figure 5.3 provides a picture of the interface used to align the coil and
rotor.
Once aligned, the head mount was moved down to a position within a few
millimeters of the rotor. Figure 5.4 provides an image of the testing apparatus in
this position. The original intent was to bring the head mount into contact with the
rotor and then retract the head mount a defined amount, approximately 100 µm, for
testing. (The head mount position can be measured at 0.05 µm precision.) However,
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Figure 5.4: Image of the coil package and rotor in position for testing using the
Eagle 860.
the servo motor produced a very slight wobble in the rotating wheel and rotor chip
when it was activated. These small variations would most likely cause collisions at
such a close proximity. In addition, with the coil chip mounted as it is and with the
wobble, such contact would more than likely break the bonds that are connecting the
chip to the package. Therefore, it was decided not to bring the coil into full contact
for precise distance measurements. Instead, the distance between the coil and rotor
was visually observed and the head mount was stopped when the sample was within 1
to 2 mm in order to protect the head mount of the Eagle 860. This, of course, reduces
the strength of the magnetic field experienced by the coil, but it was decided that for
feasibility testing this was acceptable. With the coil and rotor in this position, the
leads from the multimeter were attached to the pins on the package.
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5.4 Micro-Generator
A 10 KΩ resistor was used as the load to measure the power output of the
generator. The Agilent Multimeter has an AC voltage precision of 0.001 mV . Using
this setting, no voltage drop was observed for any of the coils or magnets. Given that
the magnets were not retaining their flux density due to the “softness” of the nickel,
this was not surprising.
However, in order to verify that no current was being produced, a Keithley
PicoAmmeter was used to measure the current output of the device. The picoammeter
has a current measurement resolution of 2 nA. The resistor was removed from the
circuit and the leads were attached to each electrode for current measurements. No
current was measured in this configuration either.
5.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented the results of measuring and testing the rotor and coil of
the micro-generator as well as the generator as a whole. In addition, a discussion of
the functionality and process of using the testing apparatus was included. With the




This chapter will begin by providing a summary of the scientific contributions made
during this effort. In addition, recommendations for future work based upon the
lessons learned during this research will be presented.
6.1 Scientific Contributions
First and foremost, this thesis has shown that the use of electroplated nickel as
a magnetic rotor for a micro-electromagnetic generator is not feasible. However, the
new designs of the rotors and coils presented in this thesis provide a solid basis for
future efforts in developing a micro-electromagnetic generator. The angular coil and
toroidal rotor design meet the electromagnetic orientation requirements to properly
induce current flow for a generator. Simply switching the material being deposited
for the rotors would lead to the fabrication of a working generator.
The trough and runner deposition process is also a very important finding of
this thesis. It was shown that one could successfully overlay evaporated wires without
concern of thinning sidewalls. While it is true that the thinning sidewalls could be
avoided by sputtering the metal deposit instead of using evaporation, sputtering is
not always desired for some applications. Therefore, this finding allows the use of the
optimal deposition method for the application when wires must be overlayed.
6.2 Lessons Learned and Recommendations
In an effort to facilitate future research in this field, some recommendations for
follow-on research are provided here. These recommendations are derived from the
difficulties experienced in this research and from ideas that were not tested due to
time constraints.
6.2.1 Sample Selection. Due to the rectangular shape of the samples used for
this effort, it was very difficult to achieve a consistent PR spread for patterning. This
in turn lead to varying levels of PR thicknesses across the sample and thus varying
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resolution after exposure and development. These issues could be easily addressed
by using a circular sample instead of the rectangular samples. Not only would this
save time in characterizing PRs for custom thicknesses, but using the circular samples
would also lead to crisper deposits and etches. In addition, electroplating electrodes
used at AFRL/RY are intended for circular 2-inch wafers, thus more uniform current
densities, and plating thicknesses, would most likely be observed as well.
6.2.2 LOR for Runner Deposit. As discussed in Chapter IV, the sidewalls
that were observed on the edges of the runner could most likely be avoided with the
use of LOR. However, this might also lead to troughs that are wider than the runner
deposit because of the underetch associated with the LOR. The RIE will most likely
etch to the edge of the LOR, whereas the gold deposit will only be to the edge of the
overarching PR. (Refer to Figure 4.12.) Experimentation could easily identify if this
is the case.
6.2.3 Use of a High Precision Rotary Stage. The wobble that was observed
using the LEGOTM servo motor limited how close the coil and rotor were placed
relative to one another, which in turn reduced the magnetic field strength experienced
within the coil. The acquisition of a high precision rotary stage would eliminate this
limitation and would allow for these devices to be much closer in proximity.
6.2.4 Electromagnetic Modeling Tools. Modeling of the micro-generator
was not accomplished with this thesis work because a tool for such modeling was not
available at AFIT. However, recently it was discovered that AFRL/RZ does possess
tools that could process such models. Any follow-on research should start with these
modeling tools. Various magnetic materials could be investigated and potential power
output could be determined.
6.2.5 Magnetic Material Selection. Pure electroplated nickel is not a prac-
tical material to be used for electromagnet generators, as observed in this effort. A
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sputtered nickel deposit might result in more defects and thus a higher coercivity.
Optimally, though, a known permanent magnet material such as steel alloys or rare-
earth magnets (neodymium and samarium-cobalt) would be used. In order to use
one of these materials, a MEMS and IC compatible micro-deposition and pattern-
ing process would need to be identified [18]. Engineers at AFRL/RZ did say that
materials such as NIB have been deposited via sputtering and pulse laser deposi-
tion (PLD) [30]. However, with sputtering and PLD, a method of etching the excess
material is required as well. Obviously, more research is needed in this area.
6.2.6 Turbine Integration, Packaging and Power Conditioning. Once the
micro-generator is shown to produce power during rotation, the remaining parts of
the MFPG device would need to be fully designed, fabricated and tested. Additional
areas of research include: the fabrication of a turbine and a process for attaching it
to the rotor, fully fabricating a package to safely contain the generator while at the
same time allowing blood flow to actuate the turbines, and a method for conditioning
the power output of the generator for use with IC circuitry.
6.2.7 Piezoelectric Research. In Chapter 2, energy harvesting through the
use of piezoelectric materials was briefly discussed. A piezoelectric solution for har-
vesting ambient energy seems to offer many advantages to that of using an electro-
magnetic generator. Firstly, piezoelectric harvesters require minimal movement for
power generation, whereas an electromagnet generator generally requires significant
mechanical motion in order to induce current flow. By reducing the amount of me-
chanical motion, one increases the lifespan of the device and reduces the complexities
of design. In addition the power output potential of piezoelectrics are on par with
those of electromagnetic generators [9, 12]. Lastly, piezoelectrics could potentially
harvest the ambient kinetic energy of vibrations in almost any part of the body,
eliminating the need to place the device in bloodflow as was the intention of the
micro-electromagnetic generator. Additional research into the methods of depositing
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piezoelectrics at the microscopic level could lead to exciting and very useful techniques
of harvesting ambient energy of bio-implanted devices.
6.3 Conclusion
A working micro-generator, such as the one envisioned in this thesis, would
lead to a new paradigm of power generation and a revolution in the possibilities of
biomedical engineering. There is no doubt that research should be continued. If
one could identify a method of depositing a rare-earth magnetic material in a MEMS
compatible manner, the designs presented here would provide the remaining processes
to create the active portion of a micro-generator.
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Appendix A. Supporting Calculations
This appendix contains calculations used in the analysis of engineering tradeoffs.
Figure A.1: Resistance Calculations using Microsoft ExcelTM. Lengths were found
by using L-Edit’s area calculator to find the area of each turn and dividing by the
width of the lines, 10 µm.
Figure A.2: Surface area calculations and comparisons using Microsoft ExcelTM.
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Figure A.3: Plating seed surface and current density calculations using
MathCadTM.
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Appendix B. Lithographic Mask Design
This appendix contains the MEMS Pro L-Edit designs used for fabrication of the
micro-generator presented in this thesis. The mask was submitted to Photo Sci-
ences, Inc. using their FastTrack service. The mask was fabricated using a soda-lime
substrate with patterned chrome as the masking material. The title on the mask is
Shields Coil Mask. The designs were created using one layer of the L-Edit framework,
Poly-0 (orange in the images). The Poly-0 designates the dark portions of the mask.
Areas without the Poly-0 designate the light areas. The mask is intended to be used
with positive photo-resists, meaning that the light areas of the mask will be developed
off.
The mask substrate is a 4” square, but the mask aligner that is used by AFIT,
an EVG 620, only uses a 3” circle of that mask for patterning. Given that each of
the devices to be fabricated required only 5000 × 5000 µm2, multiple smaller masks
were included on a single 4” mask. In total, 7 smaller masks with dimensions of
45× 15 mm2 were included. Figure B.1 provides an image of the L-Edit design.
Figure B.1: Full L-Edit Mask. The patterning area of the mask, a 3” circle, was
divided into 7 smaller slide masks as marked.
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Table B.1: Functions of Micro-Generator Submasks
# Slide Mask Function Figure
References
1 Magnet Nickel Deposit
Pattern for depositing nickel for the rotor magnets. B.3
2 Coil Runner Etch and Deposit
Pattern for etching troughs for the coil runner and depositing
gold into it.
B.4
3 Coil Nitride Etch
Pattern for etching the silicon nitride from everywhere it is
not needed and leaving a layer to separate the runner from
the coil.
B.5, B.6
4 Final Coil Deposit
Pattern for depositing the coil and pads for each stator coil. B.7
5 Magnet Nickel Plating Seed Etch
Pattern for etching the seed off of the rotor magnet slide
should it be needed.
B.8
6 Coil Plating Seed Etch
Pattern for etching the seed off of the stator coil slide should
electroplating be used for depositing the coil metal.
B.9
7 Runner Plating Seed Etch
Pattern for etching the seed off of the stator coil slide should
electroplating be used for depositing the coil runner.
B.10
Each rectangular slide area consists of three rows and nine columns, resulting
in twenty-seven 5000 × 5000 µm2 squares. The three squares on either end are for
alignment purposes only, leaving the 7 columns in between, or 21 squares, for useful
structure patterns. The alignment marks used are represented in Figure B.2. The 7
slides are of two varieties–rotor magnet and stator coil–and are intended for different
processing steps of each respectively. The rotor magnet slides consist of three 80, 120
and 160 µm rectangular arm rotors, six 4-arm toroidal rotors, and three 8 and 32-arm
toroidal rotors. The stator coil slides consist of six single concentric circle coils, six
12-turn arrayed angular coils and nine 6-turn arrayed angular coils. The functions
of each of the slides and their associated zoomed in figure references are listed in
Table B.1.
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Figure B.2: Submask Alignment Marks. These marks were placed at the ends of
each row of each submask. They assist with the accurate alignment of each consecutive
processing step.
Figure B.3: Submask 1 - Magnet Deposit. Pattern for depositing nickel for the
rotor magnets. Columns from left to right are: 80 µm rectangular arm rotors, 120 µm
rectangular arm rotors, 160 µm rectangular arm rotors, two columns of 4-arm toroidal




Figure B.4: Submask 2 - Coil Runner Etch and Deposit. Pattern for etching troughs
for the coil runner and depositing gold into it. Given that an image of the entire slide
does not provide enough resolution to view the details of the runners, zoomed in views
are provided of each variation on the slide. (a) Represents the runner for the concentric
coil (columns 1 and 2 of the mask), (b) represents the 12-turn arrayed angled runners
(columns 3 and 4) and (c) represents the 6-turn arrayed angled runners (columns 5,
6 and 7).
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Figure B.5: Submask 3 - Coil Nitride Etch. Pattern for etching the silicon nitride
from everywhere it is not needed and leaving a layer to separate the runner from the
coil.
Figure B.6: Submask 3 - Zoomed in Nitride Etch Holes. Small holes were made





Figure B.7: Submask 4 - Final Coil Deposit. Pattern for depositing the coil and
pads for each stator coil. Given that an image of the entire slide does not provide
enough resolution to view the details of the coils, zoomed in views are provided of
each variation on the slide. (a) Represents the the concentric coil (columns 1 and 2
of the mask), (b) represents the 12-turn arrayed angled coils (columns 3 and 4) and
(c) represents the 6-turn arrayed angled coils (columns 5, 6 and 7).
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Figure B.8: Submask 5 - Magnet Nickel Plating Seed Etch. Pattern for etching the
seed off of the rotor magnet slide. This mask was not used in this effort because the
seed layer was not expected to significantly influence the output of the generator.
Figure B.9: Submask 6 - Coil Plating Seed Etch. Pattern for etching the seed off of
the stator coil slide should electroplating be used for depositing the coil metal. This
mask was not used in this effort because the gold was evaporated and not electro-
plated.
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Figure B.10: Submask 7 - Runner Plating Seed Etch. Pattern for etching the
seed off of the stator coil slide should electroplating be used for depositing the coil
runner. This mask was not used in this effort because the gold was evaporated and
not electroplated.
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Appendix C. Fabrication Methods
This appendix provides the process followers and input parameters used for the fab-
rication of the micro-generator as presented in this thesis.
Table C.1: Process for etching a trough for the runner and depositing metal.
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Table C.2: Process for depositing the barrier nitride and patterning it.
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Table C.3: Process for depositing the metal that forms the coil and pads.
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Table C.4: Process for 24 µm Thick AZ P4620 Photoresist and Electroplat-
ing Nickel to Desired Thickness
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Appendix D. Experimental Raw Data
This appendix contains the measurements and raw data collected during this effort.
Figure D.1 provides the referencing scheme used to discuss the results of the measure-
ments and testing of the rotors whereas Figure D.2 provides the referencing scheme
used to discuss the coils. Only two rows were fabricated on each slide sample due to
the edge beading of the PR.
Figure D.1: Rotor Referencing Scheme. With 32 Arm Toroidal Rotors on the left,
the numbering scheme is as above. (32 → 32 Arm Toroidal; 8 → 8 Arm Toroidal;
4→ 4 Arm Toroidal; R160→ 160 µm Rectangular Arm; R120→ 120 µm Rectangular
Arm; and R80 → 80 µm Rectangular Arm.)
Figure D.2: Coil Referencing Scheme. With the Single Concentric Coils on the
left, the numbering scheme is as above. (CC → Single Concentric; 12AC → 12-Turn
Angular; and 6AC → 6-Turn Angular.)
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Table D.1: Profilometer Measurements of Rotors. The minimum thickness and the
max thickness are presented to illustrate the variations in thickness observed.
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Table D.2: Resistance measurements of coils and associated notes about each.
Those highlighted appear to be well fabricated and were used to calculate the average
resistance for each type of coil on each sample.
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Table D.3: Calculation of predicted resistance of coil should all thicknesses and
widths match up to design. Length was calculated using L-Edit.
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